TD 603
1. Go on top of the check-dam and survey the water-shed, i.e., the upstream part from which water
ows into the storage.
2. What is the storage in the dam (in cu.m.)?
3. What is the length and depth of the dam? What is its structure and cost? How much time did
it take to build the dam?
4. Where is the spillway and what is its purpose? What happens if water rises over the spillway?
5. Look downstream. Is there any seepage? Do you see visible signs of groundwater recharge?
6. Walk down to the well and survey the banks.
7. What do people use the water for and in what seasons?
8. What is the consumption for agriculture?
9. Is the podna source of drinking water? From where all does Gawandwadi get its drinking water?
TD 608
1. What is the population and how many households are there in Gawandwadi?
2. What is the land holding, total and average? How is land classi ed?
3. How was the monsoon this year and what crops were grown? What was the production?
4. Is there any other forest/agricultural produce and what is it used for?
5. Is there a shop? What is sold there?
6. Visit the school. How many pupils and teachers are there? Where do the teachers come from?
7. Is there a school toilet? Does it have water?
8. What are the details of the meal program? Who cooks it and who pays for it? How? What is
cooked?
9. Examine the govt.-supplied material, charts and books.
10. What other roles does the teacher perform?
11. Visit the anganwadi and get the above information.
12. The anganwadi sevika maintains records on the health of the village. How is the health of the
village?
13. What is the local government (panchayat) and how does it function? Are there political parties
and elections?
14. What is the presence of the administration in the village? What national and state schemes
run? NREGA, PDS?
15. What comes in and goes out from Gawandwadi? Material, money, energy, labour?
16. What is the nature of employment? Is it di erent for men and women? What are the wages?
17. Visit a house in Gawandwadi. What are the main sources of energy and its uses?
18. What are the various goods and artifacts?
19. What is the rough time-table of various people in the house? How does it change with seasons?
20. How are the healths of the residents? How are their diets?
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